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CHARLES 0. HOYT, PH.D.,
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ELMER A. LYMAN, A.B.,
Professor of Mathematics.
SAMUEL B. LAIRD, A.,M.,
Professor of Advanced Psychology and Logic.
DIMON H. ROBERTS, A.M.,
Superintendent of Training Department.
RICHARD CLYDE FORD, PH.D.,
Professor of Modern Languages.
J. STUART LATHERS, A.B.,
Professor of Reading and Oratory.
WILBER P. BOWEN, M.S., B.Pn.,
Professor of Physical Education.
NATHAN A. HARVEY, PH.D.,
Professor of Pedagogy.
FREDERICK ALEXANDER, A.B.,
Director of Conservatory of Music.
FREDERICK R. GORTON, PH.D.,
Professor of Physics.
HENRY C. LOTT, A.M., M.Po.,
Professor of Psychology.
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WEBSTER H. PEARCE, A ,;M.,
Assistant Professor of Mathematics.
FREDERICK B. McKAY, AB.,
Assistant Professor of Reading and Orato ry.
?vlARY A. GODDARD, B.S.,
Assistant Professor of Botany.
Al/MA BLOUNT, PH.D.,
Assistant Professor of English.
BERTRAM G. SMITH, Pn.D.,
Assistant Professor of Zoology.
FLOREN,CE SHULTES, M.Pn.,
Instructor in History.
CLYDE E. FOSTER,
Instructor in Music.
ESTELLE DOWNING, A.B..
Instructor in English.
BERTHA G. BUELL, A.M.,
Instructor in History.
LOTA H. GARNER,
Instructor in Drav,,1ing.
IDA B. P. FLEISCHER, Pu.D.
Instructor in Gern1an.
ORLAND 0. NORRIS, B.Pn., A.B.,
Instructor in Latin.
EMELYN E. GARDNER; A.B.,
Instructor in English.
EDI'DI-I E. ADAMS, M.Pn.,
Instructor in Kindergarten Theory.
ALICE I. BOARDMAN,
Instructor in Manual T-raining.
ARTHUR G. ERICKSON, A.B.,
Instructor in English.
FREDERICK G. BEYERrMA.NN,
Instructor in Physical Education.
EDITH BLACKMAN, B.S.,
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BLY QUIGLEY, B.Po., A.B.,
Assistant in Physical Education.
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A.
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Assistant ·in Household Arts.
EVE
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Assistant in Geography.
M>i,DGE QUIGLEY,
Assistant in Music.
CARL DORSEY,
Assistant in ,Manual Training.
LIDA CLARK,
Assistant in Dra,ving.
·\!INNIE VROMAN,
Assistant � ·Music.
EARL G. FULLER, A.M.,
Assistant in History.
RUSSELL, MUMFORD,
Assistant in Chemistry.
CRYSTAL WORNER,
Assistant in Physical Education.
ELIZ ABBTH MILLSPAUGH,
Assistant in Music.
E. E. GALLUP, A.B., Principal Adrian High School,
Instructor in Mathematics.
L. A. McDT>.I\IRMID, A.B., Pri- ncipal Albion High School,
Instructor in Mathematics.
SMITH, Principal Zanesville, Ohio, ·High School.
Instructor in Mathematics.
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J. MILTON HOVER, A.B., Instructor in Friends Academy, Bloomingdale, Ind.,
Instructor in Natural Sciences.
I
A. M. WALSWORTH, Sup't of Corunna Schools,
Instructor in Geogra).Yhy.
R. F. RICHARDSON,
Instructor in Psychology.
LEIGH G. COOPER, Instructor Cass Technical High School, ,
Detroit,
Instructor in History.
BDNA FLARIDA,
Instructor in Drawing.
BEULAH WA•DSWORTH,
Instructor in Drawing.
KATE VAN CLEVE,
Instructor in Dra'wing.
CHRISTINE ERWIN,
,Assistant in Physical Education.
TRAINING DEPARTMENT
DIMON H. ROBERTS,
Superintendent.
BBRTI-M. E. SOHWABLE,
KindergartetL
LULU A. REED,
First Grad·e.
IRTA L. PAGE,
Second Grade.
ELIZABETH McCRICKETT,
·Third Grade.
MABEL WOMBOUGH,
Fourth Grade.
WINIFRED WILLIAlv1'S,
Fifth Grade.

JULIA HUB-BARD,
Sixth Grade.
PEA'
, RL CLARK,
Seventh Grade.
MARGARET M. CAMPBELL,
Eighth Grade.
SUSAN BYRNE,
Manual Training. If
E[lITH BtACKMAN,
Cookery.
INEZ RUTHERFORD,
Sewing.

Sum.mer School of the Michigan State
Normal College
The Faculty of the Michigan State Normal College will
offer work in all the departments during the six-weeks'
Summ er Session of 1913. The Library and Laboratories
will be open, and all other facilities of the institution will
be placed at the disposal of the students.
The Conservatory of Music will be open in all its de
partments. Tuition will be free to Summer School students
in all classes pertaining to public school music.
SUMME SCHOOL WILL BEGIN JUNE 30 AND CLOSE
AUGUST 8

Monday, June 30, will be Classification Day.
Classes will begin recitations Tuesday, July r. It is
especially desirali,le that students begin work on that day.
The courses offered will be regular, special and general,
as follows:
REGULAR COURSES

Students pursuing regular work, and desiring credit,
will be able to complete two subjects of twelve weeks each,
in either general or specializing courses of the College, by
taking two recitations per day in each subject. They will
enjoy the additional advantage of attending the lectures on
general educational topics, which will be given at frequent
intervals during the session, by men of national reputation,
and which will be free to all students, both regular and
special. The lectures will in general occur at four o'clock
in the afternoon and at eight o'clock in the evening so as
. not to interfere with regular classes.
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SPECIAL COURSES

Courses in General Method will be offered by members
of the faculty and others engaged for the purpose. These
courses will be of such a nature as to make them of special
value to teachers who have had experience in- teach ing or
supervising, and who wish to broaden and deepen their
knowledge in the light of that experience.
Special courses of si:r weeks will be offered also for
.
.
·mllage and rural school teachers, and for those wishing to
prepare for e:ramination before Caunty Boards or the State
Board of Education.
Additional sections will be formed in these classe s if
necessary.
Lectures in methods of teaching will be given in var
ious departments connected with the training department.
An observation school will be conducted by the faculty
of the training department, including the kindergarten and
first eight grades. Special attention will be given to manual
training in these grades.
Persons wishing to prepare to conduct work in the
county normal training classes will be given special privi
leges in the training department.
Classes in Household Arts will be caried during the
entire term.
Well-equipped physical, chemical, zoological, geological,
and 1,otanical laboratories will be open to students. The ,
Geography Department will offer excursions to points of
interest in connection with this important branch of school
work.
, The Conservatory of Music will be open during the
entire six weeks of the Summer Session. Courses in pub
lic school music and methods of teaching, and in voice cul
ture, sight singing and harmony, will be given free to mem
bers of the Summer School.
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The Art Department will give special attention to work
s uitable to those wishing to become supervisors of this
branch, as well as to those who wish general class work
in drawing. The entire art collection of this department
will be at the service of the class. A class for teachers of
rural schools will be organized.
A well-equipped gymnasium for men, and one for wo
men, will be open with regular work suited to the needs of
students of the Summer School. Methods in adapting
gvmnastic exercises to public schools will receive .careful
attention. Outdoor athletics will receive special attention.
GENF.lHI, l,ECTURJo; COURSES

The general lecture courses which have proved so pop
ular and helpful in the last few years will be given again
this year. These are all free. They will consist of lectures
on educational themes of interest to teachers who seek in
spiration, improvement, and advancement in their profes
sion, and wiH be given for the general benefit of the whole
body of students.
M,iss Margaret E. Wise, First Gracie Training Teacher in
the Normal College, will give lectures on primary methods
from eleven to twelve in the Training Department Assembly
Hall each day during the first five weeks of the term. Miss
Wise is unusually well known in Michigan as an institute
worker and has rather unusual powei· in illustrating the best
theory with simple and intelligent practice. ' Some of her
lectures will be illustrated by model lessons taught in the
presence of her audience. This work is especially intended
for primary teachers doing institute work, but the popular
ity of her methods and practice has been shown in former
years through the very large attendance of grade teachers
�ncl school principals.
Miss Ella M. Vlilson, Fifth Grade Training Teacher in
the Normal College, will give daily lectures and occasional
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illustrative lessons in grammar grade work. These lectures
will be given from three to four o'clock in the Training
Department Assembly Hall each day during the first five
weeks of the term. Grammar grade methods in arith
metic, language, reading, geography and history wi!l con
stitute a large portion of the work.
SPECIAL LECTURES AND RECITALS

A feature of the summer school is the special lectures
and conservatory recitals. The faculty of the conservatory
will give a musical evening each Mon day night during sum.
mer school with the exception of the first M onday night.
These recitals give the students of the summer school a
fine opportunity to hear pleasing and instructive programs,
'
including piano, pipe organ and vocal numbers.
A number of notable lectures will be given during sum
mer school.
Professor Earl 0. Barnes, who has an international
reputation as a student and lecturer on educational sub
j ects, will lecture daily July r, 2 and 3.
l\·fr. J. C. Blosser, who has won an enviable name as a
travelog lecturer on the Sierra and Cascade Jviountains and
on Mexico, will lecture July 8 and 9.
Mr. Chas. W. Seymour, who is a well-known lecturer
on historical biographies and who has lectured before the
summer school in past years, will lecture July r 5 and r6.
Governor Ferris, so well known thruout Michigan, will
lecture before the summer school, but the elate has not been
decided upon.
July 26 the Ypsilanti Chautauqua will open for a week's
� session and will bring to Ypsilanti some of the best known
speakers and musical organizations of the country. Course
tickets for the Chautauqua exercises are one dollar to stu
dents of the college.
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ACCOMMODATIONS

There aTe no dormitories in connection with the college.
Conv enient rooms may be had at reasonable rates in the
hom es of the citizens of Ypsilanti.
Boc1rd may be had in the numerous clubs situated with
in easy reach of the college and rooming places.
Rooms furnished for two may be rented for $r .oo to
$1 .50 each per week. Board in clubs may be had for $2.50
to $3.00 per week.
FEES

The regular tuition fee for the six weeks is $3.00 for
residents of Michigan and $5.00 for non-residents.
These fees are collected from the students at the begin
ning of the term before entrance to classes. In addition all
students pay 50 cents for athletic and gymnasium privi
leges.
Laboratory fees will be collected i n amounts varying
fro m 50 cents to $2.00 according to the courses chosen.
All students must be regnlarly enrolled before entering
classes whether working for credit or not, even if simply
here for observation.
LOCATION

The Michigan State Normal College is located at Ypsi
lanti. Ypsilanti is a beautifnl and healthful city, having a
population of about 8,000. The College buildings are on
high ground, overlooking the city, giving almost ideal con
ditions for a Summer School. The city is on the main line
of the M ichigan Central Railroad, over which it is readily
accessible from all points on the vai·ions divisions of the
Michigan Central System. The Ypsilanti branch of the
Lake Shore & :tlfichigan Southern gives a means of ap
proacl{ from the south and west. The Detroit, Ja�kson and
,Chicago electric line passes through the College Campus,
giving communication with Detroit, Ann Arbor, Jackson
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and intermediate points. The same electric line makes con
nection with the Ann Arbor Railroad at Ann Arbor, and
with the Pere :rviarquette system at \'Jayne, and act Detroit
and Jackson with the various roads entering those cities.
BUILDINGS AND EQUIPJ\'IENT

The College occupies six buildings upon a campus of
forty acres. Separate builclings are devoted to Physi
cal Trai1iing, Training Department, Students' Christian As
sociation, Science, and Conservatory of Music. The l\fain
Building, besides lecture rooms, contains the Assembly Hall,
with chairs for a thousand persons, the general and most
of the department libraries, and the General Office.
The Gymnasium has a full and modern equipment of
apparatus, including wall and floor p ieces, baths, and a run
ning track, metric machines, and provisions for directed
games and i ndoor i'ecrearion.
The Conservatory of Music, in addition to <the regular
prescr.ibed and elective work of the College courses, given
without extra cost, offers private lessons -in voice culture,
piano, pipe organ, and other instruments for which the usual
fees are charged. The opportunities for a i vanied, expert,
and· professional training in musical theory and execution
are not surpassed in the Northwest.
The several laboratories are furnished with tables and
apparatus for individual instruction in chemistry, physics,
botany, zoology, geology, astronomy, and physiology.
The Library occupies three large rooms, one of which
is set apart for reference works and the use of readers. It
has 35,700 volumes, and is easily accessible to students.
THE FACULTY

Instruction for the summer term ,vill be given by the
reguiar members of the faculty, including heads of depart�
ments, together with assistant professors and instructors,
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and additional assistants wherever needed. The work for
the summer school is under the control of the State Board
of Education, as is that of any other part of the year.
CREDITS
As the courses of instruction offered during the sum
mer school are in general given by the regular members of
the College faculty, credits in them may be earned in the
same way as at any other time of the year.
\\Tithout special action of the Extra Studies Conunittee
(Professor Jefferson, chairman) , not more than twenty
four weeks' credit may be earned during the summer school
of six weeks. A large number of courses giving six weeks
of credit will be offered.
In the main, subjects that are required for graduation
will be given as twelve weeks' courses, and such classes will
meet for recitation twice each clay during the session.
Students not working for credits upon a college course
will have their classification arranged to suit their individual
needs, and may enter without examination.·
CONDITIONS OF ENTRANCE

Those who are working for credits w:ill be held to the
same conditions for entrance as apply to other terms of
the year. The following quotation from the records of the
State Board of Education explains itself :
"The Michigan State Normal College recognizes that
there is a public school system in Michigan. It proposes,
therefore, to give due credit for all work done in the public
high schools of the commonwealth that are organized in
accordance with the prevailing standard for such work in
the state. This recognition constitutes an important change
of policy o f a higher state institution toward the public
high school. The following extra,cts from a resolution
passed by the State Board of Education, at the request of
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the President and heads of departments of the College,
quite fully express this change of policy :
"r. That all pupils regularly graduated from twelve
year public school systems having not less than thirty-six
weeks per year, in which four full years are devotee! to
high school work, with not less than two thoroughly equip
ped teachers wholly employed in distinctively high school
work, be admitted to the regular two-years' life certificate
college courses without examination.
"2 . That all pupils who have finished not less than two
years of high school work in a twelve-year course, as ab ove
outlined, be admitted '011 their record to the four-year life
certificate course in the Normal College, receiving credit
on this course for all work which they may have already
done l!ieyond the first two years of the high school course.
Students are urgently advised, however, to complete the
high school course at home, as no time can be gained on the
Normal College life certificate course by taking any high
school work at the College.
"3. That the pupils unable to maintain a satisfactory
standing during the first term in the Normal College, may,
at the discretion of the faculty in each case, be dropped
from the roll of the school, or required to repeat the work
not satisfactorily completed on the first trial ; and that ;ill
such cases be reported back to the high schools from which:
they came, with the facts in each case, to the encl that the
superintendents and principals of high schools throughout
the state may 'learn what our standard of requirement is,
and take measures to prevent pupils from coming to us
without clue preparation ; and that should successive cases
of defective preparation be found to come from certain
scholls, the privilege of admission without examination,
may, at the discretion of the faculty, be withdrawn from
graduates of such schools."
Persons who do not desire credit on the books of the
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college for work done, will be admitted w ithout examination
to such courses as their previous training warrants.
Graduates of colleges of regular rank, and persons who
have taught under a life certificate granted by the State
Board of Education are also exempt from entrance exam
inations.
Graduates of accepted high schools should bring their
high school credits with them. Blanks will be furnished by
the home high school or 0y w1·iting the General Office be
fo re coming. These should be filled out and signed by the
principal of the high school, or by the superintendent, and
presented on entering. No other credentials are necessary.
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES
CLASSES FROM 7 A. M. TO 8 A. Ill.
l\dv. Psychology (S·9)
;\dv. Rhetoric
Anal. Geometry (8·9)
;\oimal Studies (8-9)
Civics ( 8- 9 )
Cross Country \Valking (women)
El. Al&"ebra
Elementary Drawing I (8-9)
Ethics (8-9)
Higher Algebra 1 (8-9)
Latin \Vriting I

11inernls & Rocks
11odcrn 1-iistory (8-9)
Plant Ecology (8-9)
Prep. Grammar
Prin. of Physics (8-9)
Psycholoiy 1 (8-9)
Psychology z (8-9)
'feachers Arithmetic (8-9)
'l'eachers Geography ( 8-g)
'fcnnis (women)
Voice Culture ( 1 ·2)

CLASSES FROM 8 A. M. TO g A. M.
Adv. Psychology (7·8)
Anal. Geometry (7·8)
Animal Studies (7·8)
Applied Design (9-10)
Arithmetic, Review
Arts & Crafts ( 9- 1 o)
Blackboard Sketching (9-10)
Chemistry I (9·10) (2·3)
Civics ( 7-8)
Civil Government
Composition Practice
Domestic Science (9-10)
Elementary Drawing 1 (7.8)
. Elementary Drawinr: 2 (9·10)
Elementary Music b (9-10)
Ethics (7-8)
French I ( 1 1 - 1 2)

I·Iigher Algebra 1 (7-8)
Kindergarten '1'he"ory s (9-10)
Latin 1 ( n- 1 2 )
:rvrodern History (7-8)
Physical Tr. 1 (women)
Physiogra.phy
Plant Ecology (7-8)
Prep. Grammar
Prin. of Physics (7·8)
Psychology 1 (7-8)
Psychology 2 (7·8)
Review Geometry
Supplementary Hand \Vork (9·10)
'"feachers Arithmetic (7-8)
Teachers Geography (7-8)
'"feachers Reading (9-10)
'fennis (women)
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CLASSES FROM 9 A. M. TO

10

Bench Work ( 1 0- 1 1 )
Chemistry 4 ( 1 0- 1 1 ) (2-3)
Domestic Art ( 1 0- 1 1 )
El. Algebra
El. Drawing 1 ( 1 0- 1 1 )
El. Drawing 2 ( 1 0- 1 1 )
El. h{usic a
El. 1\-!usic b ( 1 0- I I )
English Fiction ( 1o· 1 1 )
French 1 (8-9)
Geographic Lesson Plans ( 1 0- 1 1 )
Harmony 1 ( 1 o·I 1 )
' Historical '1-1aterial ( 1 0- 1 1 )
Industrial Hand Work ( 1 0 - n )
Kindergarten I-land \Vork ( 1 o· I I )
Kindergarten 1\fusic ( 1 0- 1 1 )

A. M. TO

II

A. M.

Kindergarten 11usic ( 1 1 - 1 2 )
Logic ( 1 1 - 1 2 )
Pedagogy ( 1 1 - 1 2)
Philosophy of Ed. ( 1 1 - 1 2 )
Phys. Lab. Practice ( 1 1 - 1 2)
Physical '!'rain. 3 (women)
Plane Geom. 1 ( 9 - 1 0 )
Playground 1\fanagement
Political Economy ( 1 1 - 1 2)
Psychology 1 ( n - 1 2 )
Psychology of Conduct ( 1 1 - 1 2)
Roman History ( J J · x 2 )
'l'eachers Arit}J.mctic ( 1 1 - 1 2 )
'l'eachers Drawing ( 1 1 - 1 2)
Teachers Geography ( I 1 · 1 2 )
Teachers Grammar (9·10)
'l'eachcrs Reading ( 1 1 - 1 2 )
'l'eaching of School Gymnastics
Trigonometry ( I 1 - 1 2 )

Arithmetic Review
Bench \Vork ( 1 1 - 1 2)
Biology of Frog (9-10)
Chemistry 4 ( 1 1 -1 2 ) (2-3)
Comp. Grade 'l'rs. (9-10)
Domestic Art ( 1 1 - 1 2 )
El. Agriculture (9·10)
El. Algebra
El. Drawing 1 (r 1 - 1 2)
EL Drawing 2 ( r r - 1 2 )
E l . fifusic b ( 1 1 - 1 2 )
English Fiction ( 1 1 - 1 2 )
Geographic Lesson Pl:::tns ( 1 1 - 1 2 )
German Conversation
fiarmony 1 ( n - 1 2 )
Historical 1laterial ( I I - I 2 )
I-list. of Ed. (9-10)
'Industrial Hand \Vork ( 1 1 - 1 2)
Kindergarten I--I and \\Tork ( 1 1 - 1 2 )
CLASSES F R O M

A. M.

liist. o f 11usic
Kindergarten Theory S (8·9)
11cthod in Geometry
Nature Study (3-4)
Physical '!'rain. 5 (women)
Plane Geometry 1 ( I o· I 1 )
Prep. Grammar
Pres. Day Germany (3·4)
Rural School Physics
Supplementary Hand \Vork (8-g )
Teachers Grammar ( 1 o· 1 z )
Teachers Grammar (3-4)
Teachers Reading (8·9)
United States History

.Applied Design (8·9)
Arithmetic Review
Arts & Crafts (8-9)
Biology of Frog ( 1 0- 1 1 )
Blackbo<trd Sketching (8-9)
Chemistry 1 (2-3) (8-9)
Comp, Grade Trs. ( 1 0-1 1 )
Domestic Science (8-9)
g1. Agriculture ( 1 0- 1 I )
El. Drawing 2 (8-9)
El. 11usic b (8-9)
Elocution (.2-3)
German r ( 1.;,::)
Hist. of Ed. ( 1 0 - I I )
CLASSES FROM

10

II

A . M. TO
Latin

1

12

A. M .

(8-9)

Logic (1o·I J )

Pedagogy ( 10 - 1 1 ) '
Philosophy of Ed. ( 1 0- 1 1 )
Phys. Lab. Practice ( 1 0- 1 1 )
Playground 1\-f anagement
Political Economy ( 1 0-1 1 )
Psychology I ( 1 0· I I )
Psychology o f Conduct ( 1 0-1 1 )
Roman History ( 10-1 1 )
Teachers Arithmetic ( 1 0- 1 1 )
Teachers Drawing ( 1 0- 1 1 )
Teachers Geography ( 1.0· I 1 )
'l'eachcrs Reading ( 1 0 - 1 1 )
Teaching of Gymnastic Games
Trigonometry ( 10-1 1 )
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CLASSES FROM
Civil Government
Elementary Drawing
German 1 (9-10)

1

2

P. M.

J>ersonal Hygiene
Shakes. Reading (2-3)
Voice Culture (7-8)

1

CLASSES FROM
AdV', Am. History (3 . 4)
Ad'l. Drawing (3-4)
Arithmetic, Review
Blackboard Sketching (3·4)
Chemistry I (9-10) (8·9)
Chemistry 4 ( 1 0- 1 2)
El. Algebra
it. Drawing 1 (3·4)
Elocution (9-10)
Folk Dancing (women)
General History
German Composition
Harmony 2 {3·4)

P. M. TO

2

P. M. TO 3 P. M.
liealth Inspection
History of Ed. (3·4)
Lit. for Grades (3-4)
Medical Inspection of Schools
:M ythology (3-4)
Prep. Grammar
Psychology 1 (3-4)
Public Hygiene and Sanitation
Review Physiology
Shakes. Reading ( 1-2)
Teachers Arithmetic (3-4)
'!'each. Botany i n I-!. S.
U. S. History

CLASSES FROM 3 P. M. TO 4 P. M.
Adv, Am. llistory (2-3)
Adv. Drawing (2·3)
Adv. Ecology
Arithmetic Review
Baseball
Blackboard Sketching (2-3)
El. Botany
El. Drawing I (2·3)
General History
Harmony 2 (;z -3)
History of Ed. (2-3)

Lit. for Grades (:2·3)
1\{ythology (2-3)
Nature Study (9·10)
Prep. Grammar
Pres. Day Germany (9-10)
Psychology 1 (2-3)
Pub. School Gym.
Pub. School Gymnastics
Teachers Arithmetic (2·3)
Teachers Grammar (9-10)

Chorus (4-5)
Corrective Gym. (4·5)

Tennis (men) (4-5)

'Field l!ockey (women)
Folk Dancing

6:30-7 :30 P. M.
Gymnastic!!. and Athletics (men)
Tennis (women)

The following subjects will be offered if there is a demand for them :
Adv. French
Astronomy
Chemistry z

Elementary Botany
Elementary Geography

Department Courses
ANCIENT LANGUAGES
r. Begi111iers' Latin-Two recitations daily. T-hc work done
will he equivalent to Vhat of the first term in the regular cou rse.
This w ork will be of such a character as to enable one pursuing it
to continue the study of Latin to advantage without a tcaoher, if
neecl be. ' Cred·it, 12 weeks. Hours, 8-9 and I I-12 a. m. Room 34.
llfr. Norris.
2. Latin Wriling I, 7-8 a. m. daily. Credit 6 weeks. This
course is planned especially to meet the needs of teachers who feel
themselves weak in Latin composition. Practical problems i n Latin
Syntax will be discussed and especial attention will be given to Latin
order. Room 34. Mr. Norris.
Students in the Summer School will have free access to the
depart1ncnt library o f several hundred volu111es, consisting of the
best authorities on the language and literature of Greece and
Rome. This will afford abundant opportunity to such as wish to
pursue private studies and investigations.
3. !Ifyt/wlogy. The course in Mythology is not only open to
students o f this department but is specially designed to acquaint the
non-classical student with the general field and nature of classical
mythology. Gayley's Classic •Myths will be used as the basis of study.
Constant reference will be made to the association of classic mytlhs
with modern -literature, art, and popular astronomy. Some of the
most significant of the classic dramas will ·b e read in translations,
thus affording a background for further read·ing and for study of the
later drama. In recognition of the large place that modern educa
tional theory asigns to the n1yth in ele1nentary education, considerable
attention •will be given· to laying a sound ·basis for its use in the
grades. Credoit; 12 weeks. Hours, 2-4 p. m. Room 34. Mr. Norris.
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Elementary Drnwing I.· r- 3. Room 14- Miss Flarida.
12 weeks' credit.
7- 9. Room 14. Miss Remmele.
12 weeks' credit.
10-12. Room 14. Miss Wadsworth.
12 weeks credit.
r- 2. Room 9. Institute Class. Miss Vau Cleve. No credit.
12 weeks' credit.
2- 4. Room 9. Miss Van Cleve.
1.

2. Ele111e11 tar:y Drawing I I.8-10. Room IO. :Miss Flarida.
12 ,veeks' credit.
10-12. Room 10. Miss Garner.
12 ,veeks' credit.
In these courses instruction i s gi'vcn in the principles of repre
sentation, light and shadow, and theory of perspective.
Drawings are made from type forms, still-life, plants, exteriors
and interiors of buildings.
The principles of design are studied and applied through work
in line, dark and light, and color.
A brief time is devoted to the study of the d-ifferent styles of
historic architecture and orrniment. Mediums : Elementary Draw
ing I., pencil, brush and ink, colored crayons ; Elementary Drawing
II., pencil, charcoal and water colors.
Course one must precede course t,vo.

3. Blackboard Sketching.12 weeks' credit.
8-10. Room 24. Miss Garner.
12 weeks' credit
2- 4. Room 24- Miss Wadsworth.
Elementary drawing I and 2, or their full equivalent must pre
cede. In this course ,practice is given in making sketohes suitable
to use in connection with the different holidays and seasons, and
with the teaching of reading, geography and nature study.
4.

Teachers' Drawing.Room 9. Miss Remmele.
12 weeks' credit
Preparation is given for teaching art in the grades.
The following is considered :
Art in relation to other subjects ; planning of courses and
lessons ; methods of presenting lessons.
If credit is desired Elementary Drawing r and " must precede.
10-12.

/
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5. Adva,iced Drawing.Miss Clark.
2-4. Room 7.
'Studies from still life in oharcoal and water color are first
made, followeJ by drawing from the cast.
Elementary Drawing I and II must precede.
6. Applied Desig11.8-ro. Room 7.

Miss Cla rk.
12 weeks' cre dit.
The work in applied design is preceded by drawing and con
ventionalization of plants, animals, and ,landscapes.
Simple patterns are firs made, adapted to spaces of various
sh�pes.
The principles l'lrns learned are applied in the making of
original designs for wood block printing, stenciling, cut leather and
tooled leanher.
Elementary Drawing I and II must precede.

ENGLISH
I. Teachers' Granttnar.(a) ,A npid academic review of the subject in W•hitney's
Essentials of English Grammar; (b) Professional aspects of teach
ing the subject in · Barbour's "Grammar Teaching, Hdstory and
Method." It is d'esirable that psychology should precede the pro
fessional work of this course.
2. Preparatory Grammar. An elementary course in English
Analysis, together with a rapid review of Etymology and Syntax.
The course should enable stud'ents on the rural school course to
pass the county examina'lions for a Third Grade Certificate. Sec
tions will recite at the following hours : 7-8, 8-9, 9-ro, 2-3, 3-4.
Mr. Erifkson, Miss Rankin.
3. Composition Course for Grade Ttachers.
The aim of this course is two-fold :
r. To give teachers practice in applying the principles of good
composition through oral and written exercises.
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z . To acquaint teachers with desirable material for composition
work in the grades and with approve& methods and devices for the
utilization of such material. In this part of the course, stress will
be laid upon the value of effectiYe motivation, organization o f
material a n d oral composition. There. will b e practice n i story-tell
ing and dramatization as well as observation of language lessons
taught in the grades of the train-ing school. T,velve weeks' credit.
9-1 I . Room 38A. Miss Gardner. (Number limited to 25.)
4. Advanced Rhetoric. This course will include the study of
rhetorical models, lectt,res on the materials and methods of com
position, and collateral ref�rence work. It is designed to fit the
needs of upper grammar grade and high sohool teachers o f Eng
lish. Students desiring credit must pass an examination upon the
n1aterial presented and take in addition the six weeks' course in
Composition Practice. The class will meet one hour eaoh day. 7-8.
Room 42. Miss Downing.
5. Composition Practice. This course is designed for those
who wish to supplement the work in Advanced Rhetoric and thereby
gain twel\'e weeks' credit. The time will be spent in planning and
writing then1es and in discussing them in class. Some oral com
position drill will also be given. The ,�ork will be comparatively
simple, but it will take considerable time. Woolley's Hand Book
of Composition used for reference. 8-9. Room 42. ,Miss Down
ing.
6. Literature for the Grades.A course o f (a) lectures on such types o f literature as ballads,
hero- tales and romances, fables, folk- tales, fairy stories and
realistic stories. (b) Lectures, readings and discussions on the
natural activities and interests of children - during these various
stages of development and the extent to which these interests
should be allowed to serve as determining factors in the selection
an<l presentation of grade literature. (c) Rea&ing and diseussion
o f con,siderable material all the way from fairy stories and the
rhymes o f Mother . Goose to t,he poems o f Homer and the plays o f
Shakespeare. I n this part o f the course some time i s devoted to
practice in story telling and the oral reading o f simple poems. 2-4Room 38A. Miss Gardner.
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7. English Fiction. A study of the technique of the novel ·
special attention given to 1nanage1nent of plot, characterization and·
setting, in novels of various types. Based on 1-I a\vthornc's I-Iouse
of the Seven Gables, ·Eliot's Silas :Marner, and Scott's Ivanh oe.
Some comparison of the plot of the novel with that of the drama.
10-12. Room 43. Miss Blount.

GEOGRAPHY

r. Teachers' Geography. 12 weeks. Two recitations a day.
,This course is designed to prepa-re students for teaching geog�
raP'hY in the public schools, as far as its subject matter is concerned.
It deals with the study . and teaching of weather and climate, the
nature and use of maps, and the distribution of n1an over t!he earth.
'l\vo sections7-9 and 10-12.
Room 21. Miss Clark and Mr. \Valsworth.
12 ,veeks' credit.
Physiography of the Lands.Preparation for teaching physical geography ;n high schools.
Davis' Physical Geography, Davis' Exercises in Physical Geography
and a number ' of Saturday excursions, for -which time allowance
will be made.
6 weeks' credit.
8-9. Room 18. Mr. Walsworth.
2.

3. Geographic Lesson Plans.Preparation for teaching typical lessons with discussion of
methods an<l materials. 10-12. Room 18. Miss Clark. 12 weeks'
credit.
4. An Elementary Course in Geography.For institute students. Credit obtainable, 6 weeks. Room 18.
Mr. Walsworth.
HISTORY
COUNTY INSTITUTE COURSES

I. United States Histor3•. An elementary course adapted to
the needs of those ,wishing to prepare for the county examination.
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The ground covered will depend entirely upon the proficiency of
the class. Text-book, any good United States ,h istory. Hours, 9-10,
2-3. Room 49. -Credit in rural school <history on examination.
Mr. FuHer and Mr. Cooper.
2. Civil Governme11t. This course in government as ,well as
that in U. S. History will be conducted in the interests of students
preparing for a county examination. Text-book, James and San
ford. Credit in rural school course on examination. Hours, 1-2
and 8-g. Room 49. Mr. Fuller and Mr. Cooper.
3. General History. The course is elementary, and seeks to
meet the needs of those desiring preparation for county examina
tions. One hour daily. The sections 2-3 and 3-4. Room 49. Mr.
Cooper.
COLT.EGE COURSES

4. Advanced A mcrica11 History. This course 1s designed for
advanced stud·ents, and presupposes a thorough elementary course.
The \vork is arranged with special reference to teaching the sub
ject. No text-book. Hours, 2-4. 12 ,veeks' credit. Room 45. M·iss
Buell.
5. Teachers' Civics. 12 weeks' credit. The course prcsup- _
poses a knowledge of the facts of civil government and United
Stactes History. Lectures ·with assigned readings fo1lowing Putnam's
Outline. Hours, 7-9. Room 38. Assistan,t Professor Putnam.
6. Modern Europe irom 1 500-1800. Text-book, Schevill, with
assigned library work. Hours, 7-9. Room 47. Miss Shultes.
7. Ro111a11 to fall of Empire. Text-book, with topi cs for
library research. Hours, 10-12. Room 47. ,Miss Shultcs.
8. Historical Material. The aim of this course is to show the
method by which mental habits arc established in the pi1pils. It
uses as material ( 1 ) those activities with wihich the pupil is in
contact especially concerning food, shelter and clothing ; (2) stories,
both original and selected, dealing with the same experiences ; (3)
stories built upon the -saine experiencse in otfl1er groups. The
province of the course is strictly social ethics, at the same time it
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lays �he foundation for future 1historical study.
Room 45. Miss Buell.

Hours, 10-12•

9. Political Economy r. 1 2 weeks' credit. Text-book, supple
mented by discussions, and written repor,ts. Hours, 10-12. Room 48.
Assistant Professor Putnam.

HOUSEHOLD ARTS
In a<ldition to the illustrative work in household arts in Vhe
grades o f . the Training Department, the following courses will be
offered :
Household A rts I. 12 weeks' credit.
Marketing.-Class visits shops, markets, gardens, in the neigh
borhood and in Detroit, accompanied by an instructor ; the selection
of foods, production, transportation and cost are considered.
·Cooking.-&tudy of the food principles, their source, composi
tion, value in the body, with practice illustrating the effect of •heat
upon carbonhydrntes, especiaHy vegetables. 'Dhe bulletins of tme
U. S. Department o f . Agriculture are used as the basis o f this work.
Reed and ,raffia hand work-Discussion, demonstration, research
work in Indian basketry ; manual work, 6 reed baskets, 2 raffia
baskets ( 1 original) .
Simple weaving.-Discussion, demonstration, study o f looms,
materials, designs, making o f hand loom, excursions, observa1'ion of
carpet weaving. Manual work, braiding, knotting, flat raffia work,
rug weaving on hand loom, simple design, crocheting and knitting.
Domestic Science. 8 to IO. (Miss Edith Blackman.
Domestic Art. 10 to 12. Miss Mabel Guenther.

KINDERGARTEN

Kindergarten Theory V. One class will be offered during the
summer term.
While one can gain more from the course ;,fter having had the
first four terms of Kindergarten Theory, this• term's work has been
planned to meet the needs of primary people as well and will be
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open to students specia1'izing in both kindergarten and primary work
The course will include a brief survey o f the first two periods
of childhood, giving special attention to the characteristics o f each.
Wit•h this as a basis, the various story forms will be studied ; story
material will be considered, adapting to each p eriod of childhood the
stories best suited to that stage of development. The class ,vork
will also include ,t he actual telling of stories by the students and the
classification of story forms.
,The aim is to lead the students from the foundation which their
own observation and experience furnish to a gradual comprehension
of the psychological principles which underlie the work of the kin
dergarten and primary grades.
8-10. Training Department Building. :Miss Adams.

Ki11dergartm Hand Work. On account of a demand in the state
on l'11e part of primary teachers for a knowledge of kindergarten
principles which may be used in the lower primary grades, the de
partment has decided to offer ·such a course during the s'ummer

session.

The class .work itself will consist of the study of the funda
mental principles of the kindergarten and the practical application
of the same through handwork, stories, songs, games and �hythms.
A fee of seventy-five cents will be charged to partially cover the
expense of material used.
Twelve w eeks' credit wiH be g.iven. 10-12. Training Depart
ment Building. Miss Adams.

MANUAL TRAINING

In addition to the illustrative ,work in Industrial Education in
l'11e grades of the Training Department, the ·foll°'ving special courses
will be offered :

S11pplententary Hand Work. This course is especially planned
to meet the needs of primary teachers. It suggests supplementary
work for the first four grades of the elementary school ; as the use
of the sand tables, clay modeling, brick making, paper cutting and its
application to posters and story illustration, cardboard construction,
· paper making, weaving, the making of looms and preparation of
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1natcrial, the •h istory o f these typical industries and suggestions for
the various holidays and seasons. 12 weeks' credit. Roo1n B, Train
ing School Building. 8-10. �1iss Boar<l111an and Miss Byrne.
Industrial Hand Worlc. ( Supplementary •hand work or its
equivalent is a prerequisite) . 'Dhe course airns ,to sho\V the relat ion
between forn1s of hand \vork taught in schools and vocations. 'Dhe
history of prin1itive and colonial household -:industries ; as ,veaving,
candle and soap tnaking ; elen1entary book binding ; constructing
pads, ·,vriting tablets, portfolios, boxes, book covers, repairing and
rebinding books. Cen1ent construction. Basketry ; rattan and splint.
T,velve ,veeks' credit. Roon1 A, Training School Building. 10-12.
Miss Boardman.

, Arts and Cra fts. Metal work in copper and brass ; raised for ms,
etching, repousse, enarneling ; also si111ple j e,velry. Pottery, bot,h
·hand built and cast, with application of design, glazing and firing.
12 ,veeks' credit. Lab. hour, 1'raining School Building. Roon1 C.
8-IO. l'vl r. Dorsey.
Bench 1Vork. 1'his course will be practically the same as bench
work r, givert in the regular specializing course; it ,vill includc prob
le111s involving sin1ple j oinery, a study o f the con1parative value of
con1mon wood's, ,voo<l finishes, etc. ; the making o f '\\'Orking dra·w
ings.
An opportunity for n1ore advanced work \Viil be given those \V,110
have already taken course I or its equivalent. 1 2 weeks' credit. Lab.
hour. Training School Building. Room C. ro-rz. Mr. Dorsey.
MATHEMATICS
r. Arithmetic. A review for those who wish to prepare for
teachers' exan1ination. Six ,vccks. Five sections. 8-9, 9-10, IO-I-I,
2-3, 3-4. Mr. Gallup arrd 1'1r. Smith.
2. Elemen tary Algebra. A review of algebra through quad
ratics for those ,vho desire to prepare for teachers' exa1nination.
J:<""otir sections. 7-8, 10- 1 1 , 1 1-121 2-3. I\1r. fvicDiarn1id, •?-.1r. Gallup
and 1fr. Smith;
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3. Plane Geometry. Twelve weeks. 9-11. Mr. McDiarmid.
4. 1?.eviezv Gco111etry. J\ revie,v for t:hose ,vho ,vish to pre
pare for teachers' examination. Six weeks. 8-9. Jv!r. Gallup.
5 . Trigono11ictry and Logarithn1s. 1\n elementary course in
plane trigono111ctry and the use of logarithrnic tables. 1\velve
weeks. 10-12. Mr. l'dcDiarmid.
6. Higher A/gebrn. A comprehensive review of elementary
al gebra, together ,vith the study of the idea of a function, the re
n1ainder therein, detern1inants, the graph and theory of equations.
Twelve '\V eeks. 7-9. Miss 11atteson.
7. Teachers' ,.,.J ritlouelic. 'fhis course ·will be carried on partly
by lectures and partly by revie,vs and discuss.ions of typical parts
oi the subject. It is assun1ed that those ,vho enter kno,v arithtnetic,
algebra and geon1etry 1 and have -so1ne kno,vlcdge o f psychology.
'twelve ·w eeks. 7-9. 'l\vo sections. Professor Lyman and }Miss
}.1attcson. 10-12. ·.Assistant Professor Pearce. 2-4. 11iss Matte
son.

8. J,fethod in Geo111etry. 'Dhis course is designed for teachers.
The history of the introduction and development o f the various
parts of geometry will be considered. Special attention will ·b e
given to method o f attack. Six weeks. 9:lO. Pro fcssor Lyman.

9. A nalytical Geo111etrJ1• i\n , elen1entary course in analytical
geometry. Presupposes a knowledge of trigonometry and higher
algebra. Twelve weeks. 7-9. Assistant Professor Pearce.

MODERN LANGUAGES
GERMAN COURSES
1. Present-Day Gennany. T,,vice daily. This is a nc-,v course
and intended for those students who wish to become acquainted
with some phases of life an<l literature in Modern Germany, and at
t,he s-a tnc time have a review o f German grammar. Students will
also be given opportunity to inform themselves in subjects in which
they feel special need of advice and assistance. 1'hey will have
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free access to t'he depapt1ncnt library of several hundred volo1nes
consisting of the best ,vorks on Gern1an hisrt:or)\ language, and liter:
aturc. '!'his '\Vill enable tihe1n to · pursue various courses of readill' g
and to make for themselves bibliogr:lphics of the subj ects in which
they are especially interested.
a. Forenoon· : Revie\v of gra1n1nar ; study of words and ·idiotns;
the speech of today. 9-ro. Room soil. Professor Ford.
· b. Afternoon : S tudy of some modern author with discussion
of style and place in literature. 3-4. Room 50A. Professor Ford.

2. German Con�·ersation. A class for t'hose who ·wish drill in
oral facillty in the language. Each day practical ,vork in <lis·cussion ·
of material connected with daily life, the class room, etc. ('flhis .
course may be combined with No. 3 following for a full term's ,
credit.) 10-11. Room 22. Dr. Fleischer.

3. Gernzan Co111position . 'Dhis is a son1e,vhat elementary
course. ]\fay be taken ·with Course 2, i-f desired, for one complete
term's credit. 2-3. Roon1 22. Dr. Fleischer.
4. Ger111an for Begi1111c,:s. T·wice daily. Pronunc·iation, con�
versation, and reading based on careful drill in gra111n1ar. One ;'
term's credit. 9-10, 1-2. Room 22. Dr. Fleischer.
F'REN CH COURSES

I. For Begi111ze,·s. Twice daily. Drill in pronunc,atton, gram
mar, conVersation and reading. One tenn's credit. 8-9, 11-12.
Room 22. Professor Ford.
It is possible also that some course in advanced French may 1b 1 �
given, depending on the demand for such a class.
MUSIC
I. Ele111e11ts of M11sic. (a) This course is designed, primar
ily, for those who have never studied the rud·iments of mu·sic. It
is a beg.inner's class, but it will also afford an opportunity to those
who. have already taught music to review the subject and give
them the -benefit of observing the professional work clone by �he
regular .instructor. I I-12. Conservatory. Professor Alexander.
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Gilpi n.

Elements of Music.

(b)

8-10, 10-12.

Conservatory. Miss

3. Teachers' Co11rse in Public School Music. A critical study
is made in this course of the -professional aspects oi the subject,
toget11er with the best ways of presenting it in the eight grades.
'!'he series of lessons includes the detailed course, children's use
of the voice, the art of teaching 1nusic reading, the discussion of
various methods, and the proper conducting of classes. 8-10.
Conservatory. Miss Foster.

4. Ki,zdergartcn alld Pri11lary Grnde Music. This course in
cludes the foundation principles, upon which the best met'hods arc
based, for presenting the subject of elementary music in the primary
grades. A careful study is made of each phase oi the work, from
the first through the fourth year, under ,uch heads as : The use of
the child's voice (-how to cultivate and retain vocal purity) , ear
training, the development of the tonal and rhythmic sense, ,t he treat
ment of monotones and song interpretation. A sequence of selected
children's songs, wit11 suggestions for presentation and a rtistic
rendering, will be given. It is desired that the students have some
knowledge of instrumental music as an aid 111 the development o f
rhytU1111. 10-12. Conservatory. Miss Foster.
5. Voice Culture. (a) Principles of tone production devel
oped, and attention given to each individual voice. Emphasis is
placed upon the last point. 'l'his course is open to all stucrents.
Solo singing is introduced, and the rudiments of voice culture are
developed. Special attention is given to the training and guidance
of the child's voice in speaking and singing. 7-8, 1-2. ·Conser
vatory. Miss Millspaugh.
6. Harmony.. I. Students entering this class should have
had elements of vocal music and should .be able to -play the piano
or organ sufficiently well for playing chords and >hymn <tunes. 'l'he
work consists of the · study of chords and intervals, t,heir construc
tion, analyzation, and mental effects. 10-12. Conservatory. ' Miss
Lowden.
7. SJ<111111er School C!torns.
Alexander.

4-5.

Conservatory.

Professor
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,vill be acco111panied by cxperi1nents and demonstrations designed
to explain �he work o f plants, while mater,ial from the school gar
den will be freely used for illustrative purposes. Some excursions
will be arranged for. Only institute credit is allowed for the course.
It would be well for students to bring with them any botanical
texts that they may already possess. 3-4 p. m. Professor Milton
J. Hover.
4. Advanced Ecology. This course is open to those who have
had at least one course in botany beyond the year o f high school
work, preferably field botany. Intensive study will be put upon one
or two special localities ·\\oifl1in easy reach of the Normal. The
territory will be investigated from the standpoints o f light relations,
soil relations and other ecological factors. The plants growing
here will be identified and an herbarium made showing the flora of
the region. Structural adaptations will be studied with the micro
scope. Microscopical slides will be made showing leaf and stem
modifications or other interesting features, so that uhe student will
get some experience in staining and mounting specimens. So1ne of
the field 'Work may be done in the early morning hours if so desired.
Recitation 3-4. Room F and H Science Build,ing. Six weeks' credit.
Assistant Professor Mary A. GoddaTd.
5. Teaching of Botany ia the High School. This course will
take up the study of the subject matter to be presented in schools
devoting a sc1nester to Botany and in -those givjng a year1s course.
Special stress will be placed upon the practical side of Botany and
upon the methods to be used in teaching ,the subject. Attention
will be given to the question o f adapting the work to special locali
ties, to the use o f microscopes in high schools, to the making of
herbariums and to the equipping of ,la,boratories. Text"books "ill
be examined and diocussed. Some collecting trips will be made and
an. opportunity given for teachers td collect and preserve materiaI
to be used irr their schools during the coming year. Six ,weeks'
credit to,vards a teachers' course. 2-3 p. n1. Roo111 F, Science Build�
ing. Assistant Professor Mary A. Goddard.
6. Animal Studies. '.!'his course is arranged for beginners and
others who desire preparation for teaching Nature Study in the
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elementary schools. 'l'he purpose ,wiH be to acquaint the student'
with a fairly large number of local forms, with particular attention
to some of the most important types ; the native insects and birds
will receive special attention. The habits, general structure and
physiology, and the econo1n:ic importance of representative of tht
local fauna will be studied in the field and laboratory. Frequent
excursions ,wiH be made to nearby fields, woods, ponds and streams ;
during the latter part of the summer it is •hoped that some days may
be spent in the study of the exceedingly rich fauna of Base Lake and
vicinity. Most of the ,work will be done with living material, but a n
un1tsttally extensive collection of -demonstration specimens i s avai'l
ablc for examination. The collec-tion and care of living n,a,terial,
and mdhod'S of preservation, will be taught. It is desirable that
students provide themselves with hand lenses and field glasses for
use in the field; laboratory equipment will be furnished. A text
book is not specified, but frequent reference will be made to text
and reference books with which t•he department is amply provided.
No preparation outside of the class hours is required. Six weeks'
credit. 7 to 9 a. m. Room M, Science Building. Assistant Profes
sor Bertram G. Smith and assistant.
7. Biology of the Frog. A course on the ,anatomy, histology
and physiology of ,the frog, designed as an introduction to general
zoology ahd physiology. I""1boratory work, demonstrations and oc
casional recitations. The laboratory work will consist of the dis
section and study of the various organ systems of the frog, and the
microscopica;l examination of its tissues and organs ; models and
permanent anatomical and •histological preparations will facilitate
the ,work. Each student ,will be provided with complete ty,pewritten
directions for t\Je laboratory ,vork; individual laboratory equipment
will be furn is' ,cd. 'l'he course may profitably be taken by those
preparing t, teach human physiology. Holmes' Biology of the
Frog is used a, a text. Six weeks' credit. 9-II. Room M, Science
Building. Assistant Professor Bertram G. Smith and, assistant.
8. Physiology Review. This course is designed to meet the
needs of those students who wish to ,prepare for county and state
examinations in Physiology. 'l'he work will consist of talks and
demonstrations of the undeTlying principles of animal physiology,
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accompanied by the discussion of the topics taken from typical sets
of exa111ination questions. Pupils are requested to bring such te xts
as they 1nay already possess, or can borrow.
Those passing tJhe examination at the close of the course w ill
receive twelve weeks' credit in High School Physiology. 2-3. Room
K, Science Building. Assistant Professor Bertram G. Smith.
9. Nai1're Sti,dy. Lectures and demonstrations intended £ 01
teachers of the primary and intermediate grades, or for those who
have supervision o f such '\v ork. The ai1n of the course is to give
an insight into the underlying principles, purposes and methods of
this wbjeot, the pedagogical value of which is being very widely
recognized. Certain special topics will be taken up somewhat ful ly
for purposes of illustration. A connected course of study for the
first six grades will he presented and discussed as fully as time
permits, suggesitionS given in regard to the collection of 1nater·i at
and its care in the school-room. 'I'he school garden will be illus
trated and connected with the Nature course. The scientific treat
ment of the Culture Epochs is the basis of all bhe work as deter
mining the interests and capacities of the child, as well as the ma
terials and methods by which he is to be reached. Room A, Science
Building. The course will be presented as a 12 weeks' teache rs'
course. Hours, 9 to IO and 3 to 4. Professor W. I-I. Sherzer.
IO. Minerals and Rocks. This is a practical course in the study
of our con1n1onest 1ninerals and rocks and is e1en1entary in character.
Blowpipe methods and simple chemical manipulation· are taught.
'Dhe nature, occurrence, origin and econon1ic importance of the
material are emphasized. Some little opportunity for field collecting
is afforded and Vhe hour 7 to. 8 should be left open for such work.
Supplies are furnished by the department, the pupil providing a note
book and text. Room A, Science Building. 6 weeks' credit.
Professor \V. H. Sherzer.

PHILOSOPHY AND EDUCATION
r. History of Education. A study of the history of . modern
education. This course will deal with the origin, development, and
rel.ation of t1he educational doctrines of Comcnius, Rousseau, Pes-
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talozzi, Froebe!, Herbart, and Horace Mann. An attempt will be
made to show how the work of these educators· •has exerted a mod
ifying influence upon education in the United States. Required
subject for the life certificate course. Text : Hoist's Studies in the
History of Modern Education. Hours, 9-1 1 . Room 26. Professor
Hoyt. 2-4. Room 26. Associate Professor W ilber.
2. Ethics. This is a practical course and is designed to meet
the needs of not only the student of philosophy •b ut �he te.acher o f
experience.
·Consideration ,vill be given ( I ) to the basic concepts related
to et!hics; (2) to the relation of the individual to society ; (3) to the
historical development o f ethics from the Greek conception to the
present ; and (4) to application to present-day conditions o f school
and society.
The class will meet two honrs each day. The first hour will be
devoted to a formal lecture ; the second will be given over to reports
of readings, formal papers and round table discussions. The course
is open to all students who are prepared for the work and wjll be
credited either as life certificate or degree work. Hours, 7-9. Room
26. Professor Hoyt.
3. Philosophy of Education. This course consists in a study of
the philosophica1 bases of education and of their relation to the
various lines of •human activity. The different aspects o f education
are considered in the light of their historical development and their
meaning in present-day life. In addition to a text-book, the work
consists o f assigned readings, reports and class discussions. Hours,
10-12. Room 26. Associate Professor Wilber.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Courses open o both Men and \Vomen.
1 . Teaching of School Gymnastics. This course presupposes a
knowledge o f psychology and elementary gymnastics ; students are
expected to have taken at least two terms of physical training as a
preparation. 'f\he work o f the course consists of a study of the
various SwediS'h and German exercises from the teachers' stand-
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point, the use o f comrnands, the presentation of ffC\V 111atcrial , ob
servation) criticisn1 and 1nanagen1e�t of classes. Taken �vith the
next course it forms the regular Teachers' Course in Physical Edu
cation, as described in the year book. 10-11. Professor Bowen.

2. The Teaching of G,•m11astic Games. This includes theo1-y
o f play, the history o f l'11e play movement in modern ed11cation, the
relation o f play to age and sex, the classification o f plays and games,
and practice in playing, teaching and umpiring a wide range o f
such activities. n-12. Professor Bowen (see preceding paragraph) .

3. Ji ea/th Inspection. Lectures, demonstrations and practice
in exatnining, testi·ng and measuring l111e body, a:s us·ed in thC best
systems o f physical education and medical inspection o f schools.
2-3. Mr. Beyermann.

4. Public School G,•mnastics. Designed to give teachers ma
terial for use in the public schools. Lessons in free-hand gymnas
tics, marching, fancy steps, wand·s and Indian clubs. Work will be
given rapidly and the lesson posted each day, so that students may
copy it if desired. No special suit required. 3-4.

s.

Pe.-sonal Hygiene.

1-2.

Mr. Beyermann.

6. Pi,blic Hygiene and Sanitation. 2-3. Professor Bowen.
Five and 6 make up together the course in Hygiene ai1d Sanitation
give.n in the other terms of the year.
7. Folh Dancing. Simple dances requiring no suit will be given,
6 :30-7 :30 p. m. Mrs. Burton.
COURSES FOR MtN.

r. Baseball. Regular instruction and practice, using Hie suits
and other material b, el"Onging to the college. 3-4. Mr. Beyerrnan.

2. Te11nis. There will be opportunity for practice through the
midd>le o f the day, and a class will be conducted for men from 4 to 5.
Balls will be furnished free to students enrolling for the class.
Mr. Beyermann.
3. Gymnastics and Athletics. Mr. Beyermann w.ill conduct a
class in this work from 6 :30 to 7 :30 p. rn. 'f\hc work will taken one
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of several lines, according to the needs of t�1e class; Class"·gyninaS:-. · .
tics, 'heavy apparatus work, track work or basket-b.all are among the
Jines that may be folowed.
COURSl�S FOR \\'OMEN

(Courses in Public School Gymn;;stics and the evening class m
Folk Dancing are open to men also.)

r. Physical Training I. 8-9. Miss Erwin. Daily lessons in
Swedish Gymnastics, exerdses being given for all pants o f the body,
with a view to general increase in vigor and to correction of faulty
posture. School room games are a feature of each lesson. 'l'he
regulation suit is required in this course and may be obtained here
for about six dollars. It is sometimes possible to rwt suits for the
season.
2. Physical Training 3. 10-11. .:M·iss Erwin.
those vtho have ·had at least one term's work.

Open only to

3. Physical Training s. 9-10. Miss Quigley. ()pen only to
those who ·have had·thr.ee terms of work ·i n the Normal CoHege,
or some other institution frot� ·which work can be credited. •First
t:wo ·weeks, lessons -,vith hoops ·and__ accompanying hody movements,
four weeks Indian Club swinging, a� ·F-0Jk Dances.
NoTt-The lectures usually given with course_ r may be arranged
for by consulting with Miss Clark. Credit will theri".be- given.
4. Public School Gymnastics. 3-4. Miss Clark.
'l'his course requires no special suit and is designed to give to
teachers material for use in public schools. Lessons will be given
in Free Hand Gymnastics, .Marching, Fancy Step.s, Wands and In
dian- Clubs. Work will be gone over rapidly, and each day the les
son will be posted, that the students may copy it if they desire.
Suggestions will be given regarding work suitable for lower or
higher grades.
5. Ten11is. 7-8, 8-9, 6 :30-7 :30 p. 111. Miss Quigley and Miss
Clark. Instruction in the playing of the game will be given and
credit will be given for one-half of an advanced course of required
work
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6. Corrective Gymnastics. 4-5. Miss Clark. A ,limited num
ber o i students who have special postural defects, can have instr uc
tion at this hour.
7. Cross-Country Walking. 7-8 a. m.
hour walks around the city and its environs.

Miss \Varner.

One

8. Field Hockey. 6 :30-7 :30 p. m. Miss Worner.
9. Folk Dancing. 2-3. M,i ss Clark. 6 :30-7 :30 p. m. Miss
Quigley and l\1iss Erwin. The class from 2-3 will be required to
we·ar suits and credit will be given for the course. 6 :30-7 :30, simple
dances requiring no suit will be given.
10. Playground Management. 10-12. Miss Worner. A course
designed to give opportunity for the study of playground conditions
and problems, and to give some practice in teaching.

PHYSICAL SCIENCES

r. Principles of Physics. A review course in high school
physics. It will deal mainly with the principtl laws of physics and
their applications. 'l'he course is intended for students who have
had the subject in high schools, with inadequate facilities for demon
strative experiments. A special feature of this course will be the
study o f the transmission and transformation of power by 1'he
electric road whos·e power plant is in the city, and the municipal
pumping and lighting station operating from the Huron River.
A two·hour course with 1 2 weeks' credit. Daily from 7-9. Room
6, Science Building. Professor Gorton.
2. Physical Laboratory Practice. A general course in elemen
tary laboratory practice, with full quiz upon the entire subject.
May ·be taken by those who have had a full year o f physics in a
high school, but have had insufficient laboratory practice ; or by
·those who wish in this way to review and secure .the approval of
the work in physics done in unapproved -high schools. A two"hour
course with 12 weeks' · credit. D.aily, 10-12. Rooms 6 and II, Science
Building. Professor Gorton.
3. Rural Sc/tool Ph0•sics.

An elementary course 111 experi-

'
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mental and non-mathematical physics, with specia l reference to the
physical operations of daily life. No laboratory work. A one
hour course without credit. Daily, 9-10. Room 6, Sciem:e building.
Professor Gorton.

4- C/ic111i'stry I . A. beginning course in the cheJ£nistry of the
non-n1ctals, ·wit;h den1onstrative and laboratory ,v ork. T:welve
weeks' credit. Recitations, 8-9. Laboratory ,vork, 9-10 and 2-3.
Rooms 14 and 18, Science building. Mr. Mumford.
5. Chemistry 2 will be o ffered if called for, b:iurs to be ar
range{\ hereafter. Titne and creel-it as above.

6. Chemistry 4. A course in qualitative chem: .cal analysis fol
lo,ving che1nistry 3 of this institution or equivalent ,,vork elsewhere.
A. three-hour course ,vith t\vclve weeks' credit, or: one and a half
'hour course with six weeks' credit. 10-12 and :: :-3 daily. ·Roo111s
14 and 18, Science building. Mr. Mumford.
I f any advanced work in physics or chemis try is desired, ad
dress the head of the department with reference to it.
I f called for a course o f twelve lessons in elc !tnentary astronon�y
will be given in the first four ,vceks of the s e'Ssion ,vith evening
observation and use of telescope. Professor St rang.

PSYCHOLOGY AND PEDAGI )GY
I. Psychology' r. The work will be bas ed upon the first nine
chapters of Reed's Psychology and will consi .st of recitations, read
ings and reports. There will be three secti .ons, each reciting two
hours a day. 7-9, 10-12, 2-4. Dr. R. F. Richardson, Professor
Harvey.
2. Psychology 2. A continuation of th• : course is psychology I,
based upon Reed's Psychology. The cours e will include a general
discussion of feeling, consciousness, attenti On, n1e111ory, and action,
from the standpoint of functional psycho ,logy, with class experi
ments and demonstrations ; and readings. . 7-9. Professor Lott.
3. Pedagogy (Principles of Teaching ) . 'I'his course is open
to all regular students who desire credit, an. J to , such special students

'
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6. Corrective Gym11astics. 4-5. Miss Clark. A ,limited num
ber of students who have special postural defects, can ,have instruc
tion at this hour.
7. Cross-Cou11try Walking. 7-8 a. m.
hour walks around the city an<l its environs.

Miss Worner.

One

8. Field Hockey. 6 :30-7 :30 p. m. Miss Worner.
9. Folk Da11cing. 2-3. Miss Clark. 6 :30-7 :30 p. m. Miss
Quigley and Miss Erwin. The class from 2-3 ,will be required to
wear suits and credit will be given for the course. 6 :30-7 :30, simple
dances requiring no suit will be given.
IO. Playground Management. 10-12. Miss Worner. A course
designed to give opportunity for the study of playground conditions
and problems, and to give some practice in teac'hing.

PHYSICAL SCIENCES
I. Principles of Physics. A review course in high school
physics. It -will deal mainly with the principtl laws of physics and
their applications. 1'he course is intended for students who have
had the subject in high schools, with inadequate facilities for demon
strative experiments. A special feature of this course will be the
study of the transmission and transformation of power by the
electric road whose- power plant is in the city, and the municipal
pumping and lighting station operating from the Huron River.
A two hour course with 12 weeks' credit. Daily from 7-9. Room
6, Science Building. Professor Gorton.
0

2. Physical Laboratory Practice. A general course in elemen
tary laboratory practice, ,vith full quiz upon the entire subject.
·May be taken by those who have had a full year o f physics in a
high school, but have had insufficient laboratory practice; .or by
.those who wish in this way to review and secure the approval of
the work in physics done in unapproved ,high schools. A twoA1our
course with 12 weeks"credit. Daily, 10-12. -Rooms 6 and II, Science
Building. Profes,sor Gorton.
3. Rural School Physics.

An elementary course in experi-
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mental and non-mathematical physics, with special refer�"i::c to the
Fhysical operations of daily life. No laboratory work. · A one'
hour course without credit. Daily, 9-10. Room 6, Sciem::e 'building.
·
Professor Gorton.
4- Chemistry 1. A beginning course in the che,mistry of the
non-n1etals, ,vith den1onstrative and laboratory ,v ork. Twelve
weeks' credit. Recitations, 8-9. Laboratory work, 9-10 and 2-3.
'Rooms 14 and 18, Science building. Mr. Mumfonl.
5, Chemistry 2 will be offered if called for, h:iurs to be ar
ranged hereafter. Tin1e and credit as above.
6. Chemistry 4. A course in qualitative chem' .cal analysis fol
lowing chemistry 3 of t·his institution or equivalent w
· ork elsewhere.
A three-hour course with twelve weeks' credit, or, one and a half
·hour course with six weeks' credit. 10-12 and , i-3 daily. Rooms
14 and 18, Science building. Mr. Mumford.
If any advanced work in Fhysics or chemis b'y is desired, ad
dress the head of the department with re.fcrence to it. ·
If called for a course of twelve lessons in el, !mentary astronomy
will be given in the first four weeks of the s t'Ssion with evening
observation and use of telescope. Professor St rang.

PSYCHOLOGY AND PEDAGI ;)GY
1. Psychology' 1. The work will be bas ca upon the first nine
chapters of Reed's Psychology and will consi ,st of reci.tations, read
ings and reports. There will be thTee secti .ons, each reciting two
hours a day. 7-9, 10-12, 2-4. Dr. R F. Richardson, Professor
Harvey.
2. Psychology 2. A continuati011 of th, : course is psychology I,
based upon Reed's Psychology. 'l\he cours e will include a general
diScussion of feeling, consciousness, attenti On, me1nor'y, and action,
from the standpoint of functional psycho)ogy, wit•h class experi
ments and demonstrations; and readings. 7-9. Professor Lott.
3. Pedagogy (Principles of Teaching ). '.'!'his course is open
credit, an, I to rsuch special students
to all regular students who desire
I
0
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as arc pre>parcd for !'he sttbjcct. P,,ychology is a prcrcqms1tc. Jt
includes a <liscussion of the funda.nental principles of teaching and
of education. Especial attention is gi vcn to the nature of education
its nH�aning ,ind value; the n1ental processes through \V1hich cducatio �
is attained; interest, i1nitation, appcrception, play; the nature, con
tent and fo1·ms of the recitation; school discipline, motives an<l
incentives. 1,0-12. Professor Harvey.
Degree C'o11rses. All holders of life certificates are eligibl e to
these courses. Teachers of experience who have read extensively in
pedagogical lit:crature,,and ,vho have not received 1ifc certificates,
may enter either or botu1 of these courses by obtaining permission
of vhe teacher ;in charge.
4. Adva11a •d Psychology. 12 weeks' credit. This course con,
templates intcnsi ve work along the lines of mental and physiological
growth during d lc school period of the child's life. Text: Tyler's
GrowH1 and Edm :ation. 7-9. Professor Laird.
5. Logic. I: l weeks' credit. The funclamental principles of
Logic and their p ractical application to thinking will be duly em
phasized in !'his , ,curse. Text: Creighton's An Introduction to
Logic, new edition. Io-12. Professor Lott.
6. Ps:,•cho/ogy of Co11d11ct. This course is designed to aid
teachers in the worl \: of moral training in the public schools. Ac
cor<lingly emphasis , �m be placed upon "Sources of Conduct," and
�he most efficient m, ,ans for their successful stimulation. Special
consideration ,will be given to the following matters: Regard for
Self; Others; Right : tud Duty; Knowledge and Truth; Beauty an<l
Religion. Hours, IO-I 2. Professor Laird.

RE :ADING AND ORATORY
1. Elocutio11. 12 , vceks' credit. 9-10 a. m. and 2-3 p. 111. Four
days a week. Profess,_>r McKay.
This course aims 1 :0 give the student a refined pronunciation
and distind utterance, , md to -bring him into greater sympathy with
the best in literature.
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Exercises arc given to secure good quality ancl volu1ne of tone
and distinctness and accuracy of articulation and enunciation. ./\.
s-t11cJ;,, is 111adc of the sources of power in speaking-both vocal and
ohvsical expression. Short class·ics are carefully stud{ed as to tf1eir
�·aiuc and arc given as clcclan1ations at frequent i11tervals during
the course.
2. Sha.!�cs/1carcun J?cadiilg. 12 weeks' credit. r-3 p. 111., four
days a week. Professor Lnthcr.s.
./\. study of the principles of Shakespeare's dra1natic art an<l
an cxainination of the plots and characters of t-hc dra1na as they
bear upon the vocal expression of the plays. '1\vo of the tragedies
;i.nd one of Vhc con,cdics will be studied and passages will be se
lected fro1n these t'11rcc plays for individual interpretation by n1en1hers of the cb.ss.
3. Teachers1 J?eadi11g. 12 weeks' credit. 8-10 and 10-12 a. 111.,
four ti1ncs a week. Professor Lathers and Professor McI(ay.
'l'hc ai1n of this ,:oursc is preparation for the teaching of read
ing. Tt consists of a study of the clc111cnts of vocal expression and
the steps cs-sential to a syste111atic course of reading in the grade's,
a discussion of the 1nethods of pri1nary and gran1n1ar grade read
ing, and of t,hc rel<1.-tion of the re.1ding work to literature. :-\n at
tcinpt is :.:i.lso 111aclc to develop the student's ability as a reader hy
t-hc study and vocal interpretat-ion of certain classic selections.
'l'his course is intended for teachers of experience and for stu
dents pursuing the regular Nor111a1 course. It s-hould not be elected
for credit by students ,vhose preparation is not equivalent to grad
uation fron1 a twelve grade high school, though such stu<lcnts n1ay
prufitably take the work without credit.
TRAINING DEPARTMENT
I
.)'upcri11lc11de11t-l)1�roN lI. Ron£RTS.
J( i11dcrgartc11-B£n'f1IA E. SCH\VABT.l�.
First G'rnde-Lur.u /\. RF.to.
Second G'rade-IRTA L. PAGE.
Thin! Crade-F:r.1zAn1-ITn ?vrcCR!CKET'l'.
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Fourth Gmde-,MABF.L VVoMnoucrr.
Fifth Grade-WINIFRED Wn.r.IAMS.
Si:rth Grade-JULIA HunBARD.
Seventh Grade-PEAR!, CLARK.
Eighth Grade-MARGARET M. CAMPBEi.!..
Manna/ Training-SUSAN BYRNE.
Cookery-EDITH BLACKMAN.
Sewing-INF.z RUTHERFORD.
'f\he trainiing department will hold a school for observation
during the first four 1veelts of the sun1tncr tern,. 'rhc kindergarten
and all elementary ' grades, from the first to eighth inclusive, will
be in session fron1 8-1 1 a. 111. each day.
A special card granting the privilege of observation must be
secured at the Trai11i11g Department Office before eatering the var
ious grade roo,;z-s. Tlzis card is given only to those who present a
classification bla1tk showing that they are reg11/arly enrolled as s11111111er school students.
The teaching will be enbirely in the hands of teachers especially
ttdapted to this work, and t'he instruction will aim to illustmte ac
cepted methods in all subjects usually taught in this department.
Students cleating observation in the Training Department will be
expected to be present daily and report regularly to the critic
teacher i n charge. The 'hour from eleven to twelve eaoh day will
be set apar<I: for informal conference with the training teachers.
Questions about lesson plans, methods, courses of study, principles
of education, and the consideration of problems which naturally
grow out of the illustrative teaching will occupy a .Jarge portion of
the time.
No credit is given in this department during the summer term,
but a certificate of attendance may be issued by the superintendent
to those teachers who have been regular in their observation work
and liave attended one of the <laily lectures on primary or grammar
grade methods during the four weeks which the school ,has been in
ses-sion.
Persons desirine to n1ake special preparation in the details of
grade work looking toward positions in County Normal Training
classes will be given special privileges in observation by application
to P.rofessor Roberts.

